T h e A r t o f Vi b r a t i o n

If we had to identify one common trait that defines Knobloch Strings, it would be, without a doubt,
our passion for music: we are guitarists and we live and think like musicians.
The passion and care we take at each stage of the production, from the selection of the raw
materials to the hand packaging of the strings, is a fundamental characteristic of Knobloch Strings
and is what creates strings of the highest possible quality.
Perfect intonation, well-balanced with a warm and full sound, Knobloch Strings are acclaimed by
today’s leading guitarists, both nationally and internationally.
The passion we share with musicians and luthiers allows us to strive for new ways of understanding
music and bringing it to life.
If it’s true that everything moves with vibrations, we like to think that our work helps the world
vibrate more fully through Art.

Knobloch Strings is always aiming to improve and innovate and to reflect
this objective we have decided to modernise our design and our logo.

New tensions for our ACTIVES and STERLING SILVER lines

A new model of strings, ACTIVES KINDER for 3/4 size guitars

Clearer information.
Improved protection to minimize string corrosion.
Compact design to reduce waste and do our part to help preserve
the environment.

For more information please visit our website www.knoblochstrings.com

Our most exclusive strings, Sterling Silver basses bring a refinement to
the sound through the use of this highly valued metal. These pure silver
strings are in a league of their own. The high-quality sterling silver gives a
warm and pure sound with a profound sustain. They offer an unsurpassed
durability, retaining their brilliance and warmth longer than other strings.
Designed for the professional guitarist looking for a smooth, delicate and
full-bodied sound with unsurpassed durability.
Feel the finesse under your fingers.
Exceptional strings for exceptional performers.

Known for their versatility and resonance, Double Silver basses bring
volume and a balanced tone to every type of music. From live performance
to the recording studio, Double Silver can rise to any occasion. Designed
for the musician who needs well - balanced strings with big resonance and
a beautiful tone.
Experience the difference these skillfully crafted strings make, feel the
vibration through your fingers.
Unleash your musical creativity.

We believe that having good strings from the beginning is very important
as it develops an awareness of tone and tone-production from the start.
Kinder Actives are specially designed for kids. Without losing any of the
Actives’ beautiful sound and great intonation, these strings are easy to play
and long lasting. They make learning guitar an enjoyable experience for the
child as well as the listening parent.

Knobloch’s trebles
For guitarists wanting to add punch and volume to their playing our Carbon CX trebles are
the ideal trebles. They bring a brilliance and clarity to the sound and increase your projection.
Made from a high-density material, the Carbon CX have the thinnest diameter of our trebles
strings and have the most crystalline sound. They are ideal for players looking for added
projection and an added bite to their playing.

The Nylon QZ trebles offer a more refined and lyrical sound. This newest generation of
premium nylon has a slightly thinner diameter and produces a warm, sweet sound. The thinner
diameter of the string doesn’t affect the volume, and still offers a rounded tone. The Nylon
QZ have a velvety smoothness and perfect balance and are designed for players aiming for a
more elegant and classy sound.

The Nylon SN trebles have a traditional sound without losing volume. The material of this
old generation of nylon, combined with a slightly thicker string diameter, brings a sweetness
and provides a smooth and comfortable feel under the fingers. For those looking to capture
the warmth of the familiar classical guitar sound, these Nylon SN give a rounded tone and
impeccable intonation.

Five tensions available

Also available

Bass Set · Treble Set · Single strings
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T h e A r t o f Vi b r a t i o n
With Knobloch you have the freedom to choose the strings
that make your music come alive.

Knobloch Strings S.L.U.
Carrer del Pont, 15 · 17811 Santa Pau
Girona · Spain
info@knoblochstrings.com

www.knoblochstrings.com

